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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trade slightly lower as we head into earnings season this week. Wall
Street sell-side analysts have underestimated earnings since the pandemic started. Are estimates too low
again this quarter? Investors should hope so. In all likelihood, we’ll need blowout numbers to move stocks
higher from these levels. Big banks have crushed it this quarter: BAC +31% YTD, GS +26% YTD, WFC +34%
YTD, Citi +17% YTD. Will earnings support the rally in financials? We also get numbers from Delta, Pepsi,
Fastenal, and Nvidia this week. Chinese regulators put Jack Ma in a timeout with its $2.8 billion antitrust fine
against Alibaba. Communists reminded Big Jack who truly runs the show. So much for that significant union
vote vs. Amazon. Maybe private sector employees just don’t like paying union dues. Fed Chair Powell said
over the weekend the central bank is conducting a large-scale research project on a digital dollar. It’s the
biggest lock since the Globetrotters over the Generals. Only a matter of when. The VIX is +3%, but $17
suggests calmness in stocks. What disrupts this tranquil tape? S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -6.55, 10-Yr Yield:
1.665%.
CORE Headlines:
 Four million American adults aren’t looking for jobs, not because they’re scarce but because of
worries about catching or spreading the coronavirus, which means a rebound in the US workforce
depends heavily on taming the pandemic.-WSJ
 Fed Chairman Powell talks up U.S. growth prospects in 60 Minutes interview.-Axios
 Display shortage to hamstring iPad production at Apple.-Bloomberg
 “With earnings season kicking off in earnest, investors will be watching for signs of confidence from
executives that customer demand will keep rising and higher costs can be managed to help ease
concerns that stocks are looking expensive.”-WSJ
 Google for years operated a secret program that used data from past bids in the company’s digital
advertising exchange to give its ad-buying system an advantage over competitors, according to a
Texas antitrust lawsuit.-WSJ
 Regeneron: An antibody drug the company developed reduced the risk of developing symptomatic
Covid-19 infection by 81 percent compared with a placebo in people living with someone infected by
the virus.-WSJ
 Sales of iPhone 12 handsets appear to have gotten a boost in March from consumers spending their
tax refunds and economic stimulus checks, according to KeyBanc analyst John Vinh, who said "iPhone
12 sell-through saw a healthy seasonal increase spurred by tax refunds and reopening catalysts.”-IBD
 China’s center for disease control said it may encourage mixing vaccines and varying doses to boost
efficacy at it faces questions about how well homegrown shots are managing to keep people from
getting infected.-FT (“good luck with all that”)
 Data show that voters continue to maintain a higher-than-usual level of interest in politics during the
Biden presidency, a sign the record levels of turnout, donations, and activism during 2020 may
continue.-WSJ Wkend
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In the battle over privacy in advertising, “if AAPL is King Kong and FB is Godzilla, mom-and-pop online
merchants are worried they’re the screaming, scattering citizens who are about to get stomped as
these two giants battle it out.”-WSJ Wkend
Raul Castro, who has led Cuba since the death of his brother Fidel, is set to step down and cede power
to a younger generation at next week’s Communist Party congress, where leaders will discuss a dire
economic crisis and growing political dissent.-FT Wkend (The Castros sure don’t age well. Not that
they were handsome men, to begin with.)
German chancellor Angela Merkel is set to increase the central government’s powers to battle the
coronavirus in a bid to counter the third surge of infections and will impose a more uniform set of
rules on the country’s 16 states.-FT Wkend
Russia has amassed more troops on the Ukrainian border than at any time since 2014, and talks of
intervention are causing jitters in Ukraine and prompting Western governments to try to determine
Moscow’s motives.-NYT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 FS Blog: How to improve your performance and be the best https://bit.ly/3dXk2r2 “deliberate practice
is a laser-focused activity. It requires us to pay unwavering attention to what we’re doing at any given
moment and whether it’s an improvement or not.”
 GQ: How fit can you get from just walking? https://bit.ly/3mDpLWO (Seinfeld- I choose not to run!
https://bit.ly/3dUtKKF )
 Real Simple: 5 ways to train your brain for lifelong mental fitness https://bit.ly/326pYIz
All charts from The Daily Shot:
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Tech shares have been narrowing their underperformance.
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Will the Nasdaq 100 reach another high vs. the S&P 500 in the weeks ahead?
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Small-caps have been lagging over the past month.
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Do we have a “head & shoulders” formation in the Russell 2000 index? (Definition: https://bit.ly/3g2X9oB )

Source: Cam Hui
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Global stocks ex-US are still below the 2007 peak. (Can US inflation happen with the rest of the world
far from pre-pandemic levels?)

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML

Analysts have been rapidly upgrading their Q1 2021 earnings estimates. (We’ve been waiting for
this.)

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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Citadel Securities controls almost half of the US retail flow. (I get it, but one firm controlling so much
order flow is never a good thing.)

Source: Bloomberg Read full article
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a couple of additional updates on inflation.

• Will rapidly rising housing prices boost rent and owners’ equivalent rent inflation?

Source: ING

Bitcoin is back above $60k.

Source: barchart.com
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US steel prices are soaring.

Source: Yardeni Research

Brent oil is testing resistance.

Source: Fitch Solutions Macro Research

The 10-year Treasury yield is approaching long-term resistance near 2%. (These charts crack me up.
I’m too young to remember a 14% 30-year mortgage rate, but it’s funny to hear the younger crowd
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“complain” when their rate is under 4%.)

Source: Fitch Solutions Macro Research
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